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We report complete near-infrared (0.9-2.4 µm) spectral observations of trans-neptunian objects (TNOs)
2000 EB173 and 2000 WR106 collected using the new Near Infrared Camera Spectrometer (NICS) attached
to the 3.56m Telescopio Nazionale Galileo (TNG). Both spectra are very red and with a quite strong and
broad drop extending throughout the K band. However, while 2000 EB173 does not show any evidence of
narrow absorption features, the spectrum of 2000 WR106 has quite deep water ice absorption at 1.5 and
2.0 µm. Moreover, the latter object is signicantly less red than the former indicating, therefore, that the
surface of 2000 WR106 is \cleaner" (i.e. less processed by particle irradiation) than that of 2000 EB173.
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Introduction
The population of objects in the region just beyond the orbit of Neptune (TNOs), called the Edgeworth-
Kuiper belt (EKb), are remnant planetesimals from the early solar system formation stages (Edgeworth
Edgeworth49; Kuiper Kuiper51). They probably contain some of the least modied materials remaining from
the protosolar nebula, though the study of their surface properties is very important from a cosmogonical
point of view. Their study could provide important clues to understand the conditions existing at the
beginning of the solar system.
Near-infrared spectroscopy is a powerful mean for remote determination of the composition of volatile
surface component of the outer solar system objects (Brown & Cruikshank BrownCrui97), but, due to the
small size and distance of this objects, this technique is actually limited to the brighter members of the EKb.
In fact, only 4 TNOs have published near-infrared spectra, and all obtained with the Keck 10m telescope.
Brown et al. (Brownetal97) present the spectra of 1993 SC; Luu & Jewitt (LuuJew98) the spectra of 1996
TL66; Brown et al. (BrownCrPe99) the one of 1996 TO66; and nally Brown et al. (Brownetal2000) the
spectra of 2000 EB173. Among them, only for 1996 TL66 the spectrum spans the whole near-infrared range,
while for the others the spectra cover the H and K bands (1.4 - 2.4 µm) only. Even though there are very few
TNO spectra published, dierent surface properties have been inferred among them. The spectra of 1993 SC
show absorption bands possibly due to hydrocarbons, the one of 1996 TO66 shows absorptions due to water
ice, while the spectra of 1996 TL66 and 2000 EB173 are featureless in the observed range. This diversity of
surface compositions has been observed also in similar objects like Centaurs and irregular satellites (Brown
Brown2000).
During the commissioning phase of NICS at TNG, we had the opportunity to observe two of the brighter
known TNOs: 2000 EB173 and 2000 WR106.(V=19.7 and 20.1, respectively). Assuming a geometric albedo
of 4%, these objects have diameters of 670 and 1100 km respectively . If the typically assumed albedo is
correct, 2000 WR106 is the larger known TNO after Pluto. From the dynamical point of view, the 2000
EB173 orbital elements suggest that the orbit is compatible with a Pluto-like 2:3 resonance, and as Pluto, it
is a Neptune{crosser. Its orbital elements are very similar to those of TNO 1995 QY9. On the other hand,
2000 WR106 has orbital elements that t with those of the classical TNO group.
Observations
We have obtained low resolution spectra of 2000 WR106 and 2000 EB173 on January 14 and February
5, 2001 respectively, with the 3.6m Telescopio Nazionale Galileo (TNG) during the commissioning phase
of NICS, the near-infrared camera and spectrometer expressly designed and built for the TNG. NICS is a
FOSC-type cryogenic focal reducer, equipped with two interchangeable cameras feeding a Rockwell Hawaii
1024x1024 array. The camera used for the spectroscopic observations has a focal ratio of F/4.3, correspond-
ing to a plate scale = 0.25"/pixel (Oliva & Gennari OlivaGen95; Baa et al. Baaetal00). Among the many
imaging and spectroscopic observing modes, NICS oers a unique, high throughput, low resolution spectro-
scopic mode with an Amici prism disperser (Oliva oliva01), which yields a complete 0.9-2.5 µm spectrum. A
1
1.0" width slit corresponding to a spectral resolving power R ' 50 and quasi-constant along the spectrum,
has been used. The low resolution together with the high eciency of the Amici prism (about 90% in all
the infrared range) allowed us to obtain spectra of faint objects like TNOs with a four meter class telescope
for the rst time, and with the advantage of having the whole infrared range measured simultaneously.
The identication of the TNOs was done by taking images through the Js lter the day of the ob-
servations and the day before, and by comparing them. The objects were identied as moving objects at
the predicted position and with the predicted proper motion. The slit was oriented in the direction of the
motion of the TNOs, so they remained in the slit during the integration tracking at the sidereal rate. The
acquisition consisted of a series of 3 images of 90 seconds exposure time in one position (position A) of the
slit for 2000 EB173 (4x60 s for 2000 WR106) and then osetting the telescope by 40" in the direction of the
slit (position B). This process was repeated and a number of ABBA cycles were acquired. The total exposure
time was 3360 seconds for 2000 WR106, and 4320 seconds for 2000 EB173 respectively. The reduction of
the spectra was done by subtracting consecutive A and B images. Each A-B frame had some residual of
sky emission, related to sky transparency fluctuations and/or intrinsic variation of the air-glow atmospheric
emission, which was eliminated by extracting the \short-slit" spectrum around each A, B spectrum, then
aligning and combining them into the nal short-slit spectrum from which the 1D spectra were extracted. No
contribution from residual sky emission was found within the noise of the spectra. Wavelength calibration
was performed using an Argon lamp and the deep telluric absorption features.
To correct for telluric absorption, A0 stars were observed during the same night (SAO 058110 and SAO
042804 on January 14, and SAO 058110, SAO 042804, and SAO 018946 on February 5). The spectra of the
TNOs were divided by the spectra of the A0 stars, multiplied by the ratio of the blackbody function of the
A0 stars, divided by that of the Sun, and then normalized to unity at 1.7 µm, thus obtaining the relative
reflectance plotted in Fig. Fig1. Around the telluric water band absorptions the S/N of the spectrum is very
strong, and also this absorption varies between the TNO spectra and the standard stars spectra introducing
false spectral features. Therefore, these parts are not included in the nal spectrum. Finally, the J magnitude
of 2000 EB173 was obtained by means of aperture photometry on the Js images (J=18.2 +/- 0.11).
gure* [angle=-90,width=]g1.ps Reflectance spectra of 2000 EB173 and 2000 WR106. The spectra has
been normalized at 1.7 µm. The spectrum of 2000 WR106 is shifted. The reflectance spectrum of 10 µm
water ice grains at 90 K, taken from Brown & Koresko (BrownKo98) is also included. Note the 1.5 and 2.0
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